We characterize complex strictly positive definite functions on spheres in two cases, the unit sphere of C q , q ≥ 3, and the unit sphere of the complex 2 . The results depend upon the Fourier-like expansion of the functions in terms of disk polynomials and, among other things, they enlarge the classes of strictly positive definite functions on real spheres studied in many recent papers.
1.
Introduction. This paper is concerned with positive definite kernels that are useful to perform interpolation on spheres. Its main purpose is to study strictly positive definite kernels on the unit sphere Ω 2q of C q , q ≥ 2, and the unit sphere Ω ∞ of 2 .
Specifically, we will provide an elementary description of strict positive definiteness of kernels which are inner-product dependent, that is, of the form
for some continuous complex function f (the shape function) defined at least on the disk B 2 := {z ∈ C : |z| ≤ 1}. Hereafter, ·, · will denote the usual inner product in C q or 2 .
A shape function whose associated kernel is positive definite on Ω 2q will be termed a positive definite function on Ω 2q . Thus, a positive definite function f on Ω 2q is a continuous function such that If we are given distinct points ξ 1 ,...,ξ N on Ω 2q , complex numbers λ 1 ,...,λ N , and a strictly positive definite function f of order at least N on Ω 2q , then there is a unique function of the form [4, 6, 8, 12] ). In the latter, the ξ µ belong to a sphere in some R m and the function f used in the generation of solutions is usually real valued. The method is well established and has many applications in the handling of problems of global nature that emerge in several areas such as meteorology, oceanography, satellite-related sciences, and so forth, where the unit sphere in R 3 is the standard model.
A strictly positive definite function on Ω 2q is also strictly positive definite on every real sphere embedded in it, in the sense considered in the references quoted above. The results in this paper will then provide a concise way of constructing complex strictly positive definite functions on the real spheres. As a matter of fact, since the definitions of positive definiteness used here encompass those used in the real setting, our results will amplify the classes of positive definite functions that can be used to perform interpolation on the real spheres.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we collect basic results about positive definite functions on spheres and disk polynomials. This is crucial in the paper, because the analysis of strict positive definiteness is based on the expansion of positive definite functions on Ω 2q in terms of certain disk polynomials. Section 3 contains two technical results, one of them being an alternative to the concept of strict positive definiteness on Ω 2q . Section 4 contains the main part of the paper, including characterizations of strict positive definiteness on Ω 2q , q ≥ 3.
Prerequisites.
The strict positive definiteness of a positive definite function on Ω 2q , q < ∞, can be detected by looking at the series expansion of the function in terms of certain disk polynomials. This section contains the basic facts about them along with some basic properties needed in the sequel.
Positive definite functions on Ω 2q are representable in the form stands for the disk polynomial of degree m +n associated to the integer q −2 when q is finite while R ∞ m,n (z) = z m z n (see [7, 11] ). The disk polynomial of degree m + n in x and y associated with a nonnegative real number α is the polynomial R α m,n given by
where R (α,|m−n|) m∧n is the usual Jacobi polynomial of degree m ∧ n := min{m, n} associated with the numbers α and |m − n|. The normalization for the Jacobi polynomials adopted here is R (α,|m−n|) m∧n (1) = 1. The expansion (2.1) is then possible due to the following two facts (see [2, 9] ): R q−2 m,n is a zonal surface harmonic of degree m + n in 2q real variables in the classical sense and the set {R
, where dw α is the measure on B 2 given by
The following properties of disk polynomials are straightforward [9] .
Lemma 2.1. Let m and n be nonnegative integers and α a nonnegative real. The following properties hold:
,n is an even function if m − n is even, and an odd function otherwise.
Next, we list the less elementary properties of disk polynomials to be used in this work. The first one is the so-called addition formula (see [9, 14] ), which is quoted here in a version adapted to our purposes. Before stating the next lemma, we need some additional notation. We need to deal with elements from the space Π q composed of complex polynomials in the independent complex variables z ∈ C q and z. A typical element of Π q is of the form
Lemma 2.2. If m and n are nonnegative integers, q is an integer at least
where standard multi-index notation is in force. The subset of Π q , composed of polynomials with the property that
becomes a subspace. The elements of this subspace which are in the kernel of the complex Laplacian also form a subspace of Π q . The set of restrictions of elements of this subspace to Ω 2q will be denoted by Ᏼ q m,n . It is also a vector space over C and its dimension will be written as N(q; m, n).
Lemma 2.3 is the summation formula for disk polynomials (see [9, 14] 
8)
where ω 2q denotes the surface area of Ω 2q .
For further information on disk polynomials we suggest [2, 3, 13, 14, 16] and the references therein.
Basic technical results.
In this section, we present a crucial formulation of strict positive definiteness (SPD) on Ω 2q to be used in the proofs of the main results of the paper. Before that, we formulate two elementary technical lemmas.
Lemma 3.1. Let q be an integer at least 2 and ζ an element of Ω 2q . Then, every element ξ of Ω 2q is uniquely representable in the form Before stating our first result, we introduce a new terminology. It comes from the fact that the strict positive definiteness of a positive definite function f on Ω 2q does not depend on the actual values of the coefficients a m,n (f ) (see [10] ). We say that a subset K of Z 2 + induces SPD of order N on Ω 2q if every positive definite function f for which
is strictly positive definite of order N on Ω 2q . Theorem 3.3 below is the major result in this section and it yields different formulations for the concept of SPD on Ω 2q . The results in Section 4 will only require the fact that condition (i) implies condition (iv). The other implications in Theorem 3.3 are of independent interest at this moment. 
Proof. The equivalence among (i), (ii), and (iii) follows directly from the definitions and Lemma 2.3. A direct application of Lemma 2.2 reveals that (iv) implies (iii). Next, we use induction to prove that (iii) implies (iv)
The proof is now complete.
Main results.
In this section, we use Theorem 3.3 to obtain an elementary characterization of SPD of all orders on Ω 2q , q ≥ 3. We begin with a necessary condition for SPD proved in [10] . Proof. The condition is certainly necessary, by Lemma 4.1. Conversely, let N be a positive integer, ξ 1 ,...,ξ N distinct points on Ω 2q , and f a positive definite function on Ω 2q such that K q (f ) = K. We will show that the matrix with entries (f ( ξ µ ,ξ ν ) ) is positive definite under the hypothesis that {m − n : (m, n) ∈ K} contains infinitely many even and infinitely many odd integers. To do that we will assume that we may use Theorem 3.3 to conclude that It is now clear that c j = 0.
We conclude the paper by proving a version of Theorem 4.2 for the case q = ∞. A result of this sort was the main goal intended, but not reached, in [15] . The following lemma is the only additional result needed. 
